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Abstract—Distributed energy resources (DERs) such as responsive loads and energy storage systems are valuable resources available to grid operators for balancing supply-demand mismatches via load coordination. However, consumer acceptance of load coordination schemes depends on ensuring quality of service (QoS), which embodies device-level constraints. Since each device has its own internal energy state, the effect of QoS on the fleet can be cast as fleet-wide energy limits within which the aggregate “state of charge” (SoC) must be actively maintained. This requires coordination of DERs that is cognizant of the SoC, responsive to grid conditions, and depends on fast communication networks. To that effect, this paper presents a novel real-time grid-and-DER co-simulation platform for validating advanced DER coordination schemes and characterizing the capability of such a DER fleet. In particular, we present how the co-simulation platform is suitable for: (i) testing real-time performance of a large fleet of DERs in delivering advanced grid services, including frequency regulation; (ii) online state estimation to characterize the corresponding SoC of a large fleet of DERs; and (iii) incorporating practical limitations of DERs and communications and analyzing the effects on fleet-wide performance. To illustrate these benefits of the presented grid-DER co-simulation platform, we employ the advanced DER coordination scheme called packetized energy management (PEM), which is a novel device-driven, asynchronous, and randomizing control paradigm for DERs. A fleet of thousands of PEM-enabled DERs are then added to a realistic and dynamical model of the Vermont transmission system to complete validation of the co-simulation platform.

Index Terms—Packetized energy management, distributed energy resources, demand dispatch, virtual battery, cyber-physical system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The drive to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and declining capital costs of distributed renewable generation is causing rapid increase in wind and solar generation capacity. However, despite their low emissions profile, wind and solar power generation vary rapidly in time, motivating the need for additional balancing resources [1]–[4]. The availability of internet connected and controllable distributed energy resources (DERs) have made it possible to balance mismatches between generation and load via DER coordination. DERs such as electric water heaters (EWHs) and energy storage systems (ESS) can be coordinated to provide grid services without any degradation in quality of service (QoS) to the customer [4]–[12]. The capability to aggregate and control DERs to provide services to the grid with QoS guarantees is called demand dispatch.

The main ideas underlying modern demand dispatch have existed for decades [2]–[4]. The pioneering work focusing on direct load control of electric water heaters [4] provided analytical tools to evaluate the effect of control strategies such as cold load pick-up on a group of EWHs. Since then, several DER coordination schemes have been proposed and validated in simulations. These schemes either assume full control over DER’s operating state and knowledge of its state of charge (SoC) in a centralized coordinator [5] or influence power consumption of DERs indirectly by transmitting a control command at regular intervals in a distributed coordinator [6]–[12]. Packetized energy management (PEM) is one such distributed load coordination scheme in which DERs request the PEM coordinator to consume power which can be accepted or rejected as required [9]–[12]. Distributed coordinators, like PEM, assume access to limited DER information but employ model based state estimation schemes to estimate the SoC of the fleet. Nonetheless, to achieve demand dispatch communication is required between DERs and coordinators that gives rise to cyber-physical systems (CPS).

Recent advances in sensing and connectivity have led to widespread adoption of cyber-physical systems as a framework in which to incorporate, model, and analyze the interactions between the cyber (e.g., communication networks) and the physical (e.g., grid) [13]–[16]. In this regard, CPS test-beds have been developed within the smart grid area that consists of a combination of physical and simulated components [17]–[19] to study stability and performance of grid control algorithms in the presence of faults, measurement noise, latency in communication and malicious data injection. Electric power generation and distribution systems are either simulated using computer based softwares such as PowerWorld [19] or by means of specially designed hardware-based grid simulators e.g. OPAL-RT [17] and real-time digital simulator [18]. Physical components like relays, circuit breakers, inverters, PV emulators etc. that operate at high-voltages are integrated with the simulated electric grid by means of appropriate power converters [17]. Special attention is given to implement standard communication protocols used for data transfer and sending control commands to recreate real-world scenarios.

However, these detailed test-beds are particularly designed for the purpose of transient stability analysis and evaluating the cyber-security performance, for example, studying the effect of a malicious breaker-trip that can cause harmful oscillations and potentially unbalance the power system [18]. For this purpose, only a limited number of physical devices are sufficient. Load coordination schemes, on the other hand, require thousands of DERs to create a net-effect reasonable for providing grid services.

The literature on advanced DER coordination has mostly been in the form of theoretical schemes and simulations that ignore either the grid or the real-time effects of DERs and communication networks [6], [7]. These load-coordination schemes are designed to operate using the customer’s internet connection and their aggregate behavior has been extensively studied and subsequently modeled [6]–[12]. Although physical limitations such as communication delays have been incorporated in Matlab based simulated environments [20]. However, there is a pressing need to have access to realistic and real-time CPS test-beds in order to convincingly evaluate
the potential of large fleets of DERs to provide grid services in a laboratory setting since thousands of DERs are not readily available in the field for validation. Furthermore, the CPS test-bed should be able to capture the limitations associated with real-world deployments.

Towards this goal, this paper presents a real-time grid-and-DER co-simulation platform for the large scale validation of DER coordination schemes on realistic and dynamic transmission systems. The proposed platform is particularly useful for i) online state estimation to characterize the corresponding SoC of a large fleet of DERs; ii) testing real-time performance of a large fleet of DERs in delivering advanced grid services, including frequency regulation; and iii) incorporating practical limitations of DERs and communications as well as analyzing the effects on fleet-wide performance. Furthermore, the co-simulator is agnostic to the type of DER coordination scheme. Illustrative results are presented for packetized energy management, a bi-directional DER-to-coordinator demand dispatch scheme developed in [9]–[12] for which preliminary validation is carried out in [21] along with the early field-trial testing with customer-owned electric water heaters in [22]. This paper extends the author’s earlier work by incorporating real-time state estimation and practical limitations as described above.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, the grid-and-DER co-simulation platform is presented. Section III describes packetized energy management of DERs. Sections IV, V and VI subsequently deal with the implementation of advanced aggregate models for control and estimation, validation of grid services and identification of practical limitations associated with demand dispatch. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.

II. REAL-TIME GRID-AND-DER CO-SIMULATION PLATFORM

This section describes the real-time cyber enabled platform developed in this work. Real-time herein refers to the orders of tens of milliseconds. The proposed validation platform consists of four components, (i) grid simulator, (ii) DER emulator, (iii) communication channel, (iv) DER coordinator or aggregator. The over-arching goal of this platform is to provide means to study and demonstrate the effects of large scale demand dispatch on the grid in a realistic setting as well as identify potential DER related challenges associated with such deployment.

A. Grid Simulator

The electric grid is simulated using the OP5600 real-time digital simulator from OPAL-RT. The OP5600 has a multi-core processor along with digital and analog I/O with the capability of interfacing to a network of PCs in order to simulate large models in real-time with a small time-step of integration which is on the order of milliseconds. The RT-Lab software allows the communication between a host PC and the target (OP5600) simulator such that a real-time physical model can be simulated on the OP5600 while the controller would be executed on the PC where an operator could make adjustments when necessary.

“ePHASORSIM” is a tool developed by OPAL-RT to offer dynamic simulation of power systems in order to conduct power system studies and test control schemes. The grid is modeled with a standard equivalent positive-sequence single-phase constant-power AC model in ePHASORSIM. In this paper, the electric grid is based on the Vermont Electric Power Company’s (VELCO) transmission system and its details are further discussed in section [21]. Furthermore, RT-LAB and ePHASORSIM can be interfaced with Simulink, which is used to develop controls for the power system. The OPAL-RT blockset for Simulink allows a section of the Simulink block diagram to be executed in real-time on the OP5600 and the controls can be executed asynchronously on the PC with the ability to accept user inputs when necessary.

B. DER coordinator

The coordinator managing DERs sends control signals to the fleet depending upon the power reference \( P_{ref} \) provided by the utility and or aggregator, the total power consumption of the fleet \( P_{dem} \) and measurements regarding DER’s states. The block diagram in Fig. 2 represents a general DER coordination scheme where the control signal can be ON/OFF commands for individual DERs or an ON/OFF switching fraction that is broadcast to the entire fleet [8]. In case of PEM [9], it is simply a YES/NO response to a DER’s request which is described in detail in the next section.

The DER coordinator is implemented in Python using an open-source event-driven networking engine called Twisted. Specifically, a TCP server listens for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) messages from the emulated DERs. Updates regarding DER’s states and control inputs such as ON/OFF commands, are received or transmitted via the HTTP-POST and GET methods respectively using Python’s requests module. Different demand dispatch schemes can, therefore, be implemented in this setup, such as but not limited to, the load control of [8] or the PEM based demand dispatch [9].

C. Emulation of DERs

DER logic is written in C/C++ based on a simplified first order state of charge dynamics. A DER is then initialized as a thread that executes its logic as a background process in the processor of a

![Fig. 1. Cyber-physical platform overview: The transmission grid is simulated on OP5600 and AGC based dispatch is realized on a host PC that dispatches demand. The packetized load is emulated on a high performance PC that is aggregated by a python based server.](image)
high performance computer. Using this setup, thousands of DERs can be emulated by simply spawning a thread for each DER in the processor’s memory. Each thread then emulates a DER equipped with its own clock. The key difference between this implementation and other Matlab based simulations is that each DER executes its logic independently of other DERs. Finally, to enable demand dispatch, communication between the DERs and the DER coordinator is achieved over the internet via the HTTP requests mechanism. Demand dispatch via internet enabled DERs is becoming more common, such as those presented in [22], which is accurately represented in this platform. Although, the results presented in this paper are for PEM, however, the DER implementation is flexible enough to allow any type of demand dispatch.

D. Communication channel

As mentioned earlier, the communication between DERs and the coordinator occurs by means of HTTP requests over the internet. This type of implementation allows one to identify practical limitations associated with real-world deployment that includes but not limited to communication latency, packet loss and loss of internet connection at the. The effect of communication latency is specifically studied in section[VII]. The next remark highlights this fact.

Remark 1. Both the DER emulator and the coordinator are executed on the same PC, however, it is important to highlight that the coordinator and each of the emulated DER are executed as a separated thread in the computer’s memory. In short this means that decisions made by the coordinator will not affect the requesting DERs instantaneously rather control inputs to DERs must pass through the communication channel that incorporates delays as well as dynamics of the channel itself. This is essential to ensure asynchronism is maintained which has a significant impact in real-world DERs but usually ignored in Matlab based simulation studies.

III. PACKETIZED ENERGY MANAGEMENT PRELIMINARIES

Packetized energy management (PEM) is a device driven demand dispatch scheme that is used to coordinate DERs in a way that allows groups of DERs to provide a wide range of different grid services, including peak reduction, energy price arbitrage and even other Matlab based simulations is that each DER executes its

A. Device-driven coordination of DERs

A DER with SoC x, operates within a deadband [x, π] around a user-specified setpoint x_{set} where x and π are the lower and upper bounds of the deadband. Then, based on their SoC, PEM enabled DERs can be in one of the four logical modes i.e. (i) charge, (ii) discharge, (iii) standby and (iv) opt-out [29]. In the standby mode with x ∈ [x, π], DERs requests the aggregator to either consume power in the charge mode from the grid or inject power into the grid in discharge mode which is called a packet request. If a charging (discharging) packet request is accepted, then the DER transitions to charge (discharge) mode for a specified period of time called charging (discharging) packet length and is denoted as δ_{1} (δ_{-1}). Furthermore, the opt-out mode is included in PEM that ensures QoS by allowing DERs to temporarily opt-out of PEM if x < x and charge until SoC has sufficiently recovered. DERs can also opt-out due to excessive energy (x > π). The request mechanism is described next.

The probability that a DER in “standby” mode with SoC x[k] at time k requests a charging packet is designed to be the following cumulative exponential distribution function,

\begin{equation}
    g_{p}(x[k]|k|) = 1 - e^{-\mu(x[k])\Delta t},
\end{equation}

where, \( \mu(x[k]) = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } x[k] \geq \pi \\ m R \frac{1}{T_{R} - x_{k}} - \frac{1}{x_{k} - x_{k_{m}}}, & \text{if } x[k] < (\pi, \pi) \\ \infty, & \text{if } x[k] \leq x_{k} \end{cases} \) \text{, (2)}

C. Macromodel for aggregate population

For DERs, the Law of Large Numbers admits a state bin size in liters. Furthermore, \( P_{C} = (P_{C}, \eta c, \rho L) \text{ whose dynamic state is achieved over the internet via the HTTP requests mechanism. Demand dispatch via internet enabled DERs is becoming more common, such as those presented in [22], which is accurately represented in this platform. Although, the results presented in this paper are for PEM, however, the DER implementation is flexible enough to allow any type of demand dispatch.}
Thus, over any given interval \( k \), the DER coordinator receives a number of charging and discharging requests. The coordinator then determines the proportion of charging and discharging requests to be accepted denoted as \( \beta^c[k] \) and \( \beta^d[k] \) respectively. This effect is achieved in the macromodel by transitioning the DERs from standby to corresponding charging and discharging states. Moreover, a timer tracks the total number of expiring packets \( \beta^c[k] \) and \( \beta^d[k] \) for past charging and discharging requests respectively to ensure transition to standby states. The resulting dynamic is nonlinear and can be written as

\[
q[k+1] = f(\beta[k], \beta^c[k], \beta^d[k], q[k]), \quad y[k] = h(q[k])
\]

where, \( \beta[k] = (\beta^c[k], \beta^d[k]) \), \( \beta^c[k] = (\beta^c_1[k], \beta^c_2[k]) \), \( f \) is a non-linear mapping, \( f : \mathbb{R}^{4+n_h} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{3n_h} \). Finally, \( y \in \mathbb{R}^{n} \) is the output vector and \( h(q[k]) = (h_{dem}(.), h_{req}(.), h_{reqd}(.) )^T \), where \( h_{dem}, h_{req}, h_{reqd} \) are one dimensional mapping from state to total power demand, total number of charging requests and total number of discharging requests respectively. For full details of the macromodel, the reader is referred to [11].

C. Baseline power consumption of a DER fleet

The baseline power consumption of a fleet of DERs of the same load type is the minimum power signal (\( P_{nom} \)) for which the quality of service is guaranteed by PEM [10]. QoS is defined in terms of the average SoC of the fleet. For the case of electric water heaters, SoC is the average tank temperature of the fleet. If the average temperature is close to the setpoint, then we say that QoS is satisfied. Macromodel is used to obtain the baseline or nominal power consumption of the fleet and is obtained by solving the following optimization problem [12].

\[
P_{nom}^* = \min_{\beta^c, \beta^d \in (0,1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_{dem}(q^*) \quad \text{subject to} \quad q^* = f(\beta[k], \beta^c[k], \beta^d[k]), \quad (q^*)^T \chi \geq x_{set},
\]

where, \( x_{set} \) is the setpoint and \( \chi \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_h} \) consists of SoC associated with the state space \( \chi \). The solution of the above optimization problem provides the total proportion of charging and/or discharging requests to be accepted \( (\beta^c[k], \beta^d[k]) \) that directly corresponds to a steady state distribution \( q^* \) in the macromodel and hence the baseline power consumption is obtained from \( P_{nom} = h_{dem}(q^*) \). The next section presents details regarding implementation of PEM enabled DERs on the grid-and-DER co-simulation platform and uses the macromodel to estimate SoC of the fleet.

D. Implementation of PEM on simulator

The emulated DERs under PEM are executed as a thread in the processor’s memory. Each DER then samples from the probability of request curve to determine if a request to consume a packet (charging or discharging but not both) is to be made to the coordinator. In case a request is made, the DER sends that request and then waits for the response. Requests are sent over the internet using HTTP and Python’s requests module.

The coordinator, after receiving the request, either accepts or rejects it depending upon the total power consumption of the fleet and the power reference so that the tracking error is zero. That is, for the tracking error \( P_{error[k]} := P_{ref[k]} - P_{dem[k]} \) a charge packet request with rated power \( P_r \) is accepted if \( P_{error[k]} + P_r \leq 0 \) and rejected otherwise. On the other hand, a discharge packet with rated power \( P_{d} \) is accepted only if \( P_{error[k]} < 0 \) and \( P_{error[k]} + P_{d} \geq 0 \). It should be emphasized here that the coordinator is blind to the requesting DER’s identity while making a decision to ensure privacy.

Each DER is equipped with a local clock to keep track of time elapsed since it started consuming a packet. As a result, asynchronism is ensured that is absent in standard software based simulations. In addition to the DER’s local timer, the coordinator also associates a timer with each accepted packet request. This is achieved using Python’s threading module. Timers allow the coordinator to keep track of the expiring packets and enables tighter tracking performance as shown in section VI. It should also be noted here that the coordinator’s ability to influence its decisions without explicit measurements such as DER’s power is made possible only due to the PEM’s unique request-response mechanism that acts as a natural feedback. Furthermore, this feature is an advancement over the author’s earlier implementation of the coordinator in [22].

1) Illustration with real-time emulated DERs: Consider a heterogeneous fleet of diverse DERs consisting of 4,900 EWHs and 1,150 ESSs emulated in real-time using the developed simulator. The EWH parameters are \( \Theta_{EWH} = \{ P_{EWH}^{10th}, L \in [48.9, 55.1], P_{EWH}^{50th} \sim N(4.5, 0.25), L \sim N(200, 40) \} \) where \( N(\mu, \sigma) \) represents normal distribution with mean \( \mu \) and standard deviation \( \sigma \). Similarly, \( \Theta_{ESS} = \{ P_{ESS}^{10th}, L \in [100, 75], [55, 95], P_{ESS}^{50th} \sim N(5, 0.5), L \sim N(13.5, 1) \} \) Grid is neglected in this example and \( P_r, \eta_r \) for charge and discharge modes are the same in ESSs. The fleet is coordinated by the aforementioned server that accepts or rejects requests to track a reference signal that varies from 1 MW to 6 MW in steps of 1 MW as shown in Fig. 3.

The average SoC of EWHs and ESS is plotted in Fig. 3 along with the 10-th and 90-th percentiles of the population during tracking. This shows that the SoC of the fleet remains close to the setpoint during the experiment. Furthermore, the total number of accepted charging \( (n^c_{acc}) \) and discharging \( (n^d_{acc}) \) requests are also shown as the shaded region in a bar plot at the bottom of Fig. 3. Also included in the bar plot is the total number of charging and discharging requests \( (n^c_{acc} + n^d_{acc}) \) made by the EWHs and ESSs respectively.

![Fig. 3. This figure shows the tracking performance as well as the SoC of a fleet of heterogeneous DERs. The fleet consists of 4,900 EWHs and 1,150 ESSs emulated in real-time using the platform developed in this work. Two plots in the middle show the mean, 10-th percentile and 90-th percentiles of the SoC of EWHs and ESS. Finally, the bottom plot shows the total number of accepted charging requests \( (n^c_{acc}) \) in black, total number of accepted discharging requests \( (n^d_{acc}) \) in grey color and aggregate charging and discharging requests made \( n^c_{acc} + n^d_{acc} \).](Image312x133-563x321)
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVANCED AGGREGATED MODELS

The objective of this section is to demonstrate that the cyber enabled simulator provides a realistic environment for testing advanced algorithms, such as the PEM macromodel described in the previous section, before real-world deployment.

A. State of charge

DERs are limited by the physical device constraints and can only be charged or discharged for a limited time. SoC of a fleet of DERs quantifies the flexibility available to the coordinator and is useful for making informed decisions. Let \( x_i[k] \) be the SoC of the \( i \)-th DER, then the SoC of the fleet denoted as \( z[k] \) is defined as the average value of \( x_i[k] \) normalized with respect to higher (\( \bar{\tau} \)) and lower (\( \underline{\tau} \)) limits as follows,

\[
\hat{z}[k] := \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i[k]}{N - \underline{\tau} + \bar{\tau}},
\]

\( \text{Remark 2.} \) Clearly, SoC \( z[k] \) in (6) requires individual state \( x_i[k] \) to be measured. However, PEM does not measure each state, therefore, an estimate of \( \hat{z}[k] \) is required. For this purpose, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) based on the macromodel has been proposed in [10] and can be used to estimate the SoC of the fleet. In this paper, it is assumed that groups of DERs of the same load type are aggregated and a SoC can be associated with each of those groups.

B. State of charge limits

In PEM, SoC of the fleet achieves it maximum value after authorizing all charging requests and rejecting all discharging requests for a long time. In terms of the macromodel, this is achieved by setting \( \beta_c[k] = 1 \) and \( \beta_d[k] = 0 \). By fixing the control signal \( \beta[k] = (1,0) \) and the timer dynamics, (4) is reduced to an aperiodic, irreducible Markov chain which is guaranteed to have a stationary distribution. The maximum SoC limit, \( \bar{\tau} \), is then the average SoC of the fleet corresponding to that distribution. Similarly, the minimum SoC limit is obtained by rejecting all charging requests (\( \beta_c[k] = 0 \)) and accepting all discharging requests (\( \beta_d[k] = 1 \)). The resulting stationary distribution of \( \hat{z}[k] \) gives the minimum limit \( \underline{\tau} \). The state estimation procedure using EKF is presented next.

C. State estimation

The Extended Kalman filter is used for state estimation (SE) that uses as measurements, \( i \) the total requests, \( ii \) aggregated power demand of the fleet and \( iii \) opt-out rates, which are available to the coordinator. The observability of PEM macromodel has previously been discussed in [10] where an EKF is designed. The EKF formulation is provided here for completeness.

1) Measurement update:

\[
K[k] = \text{Cov}[k|k-1]C^T(\text{C}\text{Cov}[k|k-1]C^T + Q_1[k])^{-1}
\]

\[
\text{Cov}[k|k] = \text{Cov}[k|k-1] - K[k]\text{Cov}[k|k-1]K^T
\]

\[
\hat{q}[k] = \hat{q}[k|k-1] + K[k](y[k] - C\hat{q}[k|k-1])
\]

2) Time update

\[
\text{Cov}[k+1|k] = A_{u[k]}\text{Cov}[k][A_{u[k]}^T + Q_2[k]]
\]

\[
\hat{q}[k+1|k] = A_{u[k]}\hat{q}[k|k]
\]

where \( \hat{q}[k|k-1] \) is the predicted state of the system, \( \hat{q}[k|k] \) is the updated estimate of the system, \( A_{u[k]} \) is the system matrix obtained by linearizing (4) for the input \( u[k] = (\beta[k], \beta^d[k])^T \). \( C \) is the output matrix obtained by linearizing the output equation \( y[k] \) from (4). Furthermore, \( \text{Cov}[k|k-1] \) and \( \text{Cov}[k|k] \) denotes the predicted system covariance and updated system covariance respectively. \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are measurement and process noise covariance respectively.

D. Illustrating SE on a fleet of EWHs

State estimation is illustrated on a fleet of 2,000 homogeneous EWHs with parameters \( \Theta = \{4.5, 275, 52, [48.9, 55.1]\} \) under PEM. The baseline power consumption is obtained from the optimization problem (4) that results in \( \beta_c[k] = 0.26 \) and \( \beta_d[k] = 2.35 \text{ MW} \). Note that since EWHs cannot discharge power into the grid as batteries, then the control signal reduces to the scalar \( \beta[k] = \beta_c[k] \). The maximum and minimum energy limits are 53.4\(^\circ\)C and 49.3\(^\circ\)C respectively. Figure 4 shows EWFs tracking a scaled and shifted AGC signal. The fleet’s SoC is around nominal for about 2 hours while tracking the AGC signal shifted to \( P_{nom} \). EKF executed online accurately estimates the SoC in real-time from three measurements only; total power consumption, total number of request and opt-out rates. In the next hour, the reference is higher than \( P_{nom} \) that causes EWHs to charge at an aggregate level. Finally, the fleet is discharging when the reference is below \( P_{nom} \) for the last hour. This is also indicated by an increase in the number of requests and decrease in SoC. In addition to the SoC, EKF also predicts the temperature distribution of EWHs as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, this setup can also be used to tune the noise parameters of the EKF before real-world deployment.

V. EMULATING DERs PROVIDING GRID SERVICES

In this section, the real-time simulator is used to demonstrate that PEM resources can be used to manage tie-line mismatches in the grid under uncertain solar generation. Other grid services such as energy arbitrage, peak-load reduction etc. can also be tested but not shown in this paper due to space limitations.
A. Dispatching flexible resources in the grid

Grid operators may pay high penalties for rescheduling generators or importing power through tie-lines to balance mismatches between supply and demand [23]. These power mismatches can be balanced by controlling flexible resources. Primary frequency regulation (speed-droop) on each generator and flexible resources can stabilize the power system with a steady state frequency deviation from the desired system frequency depending on the droop characteristic and frequency sensitivity [24]. Furthermore, automatic generation control (AGC) is included to drive the steady state frequency deviation to zero. Figure 6 shows the generalized control diagram for the system considered in this paper, which is an adapted version of the tie line control from [25]. A linear combination of frequency errors and change in imported power through tie-lines from their scheduled contract basis is used as an error signal called the area control error (ACE). AGC acts as a secondary control using an integral controller that sends out control signals to generators and the DER coordinator to reduce ACE to zero in steady state. For the purposes of this work, only two areas are used for simplicity, while being effective enough to demonstrate the flow of power between different areas. The first area is referred to as the “internal” area, representing the state of Vermont, whereas, the “external” area is used to represent the import and export of power from and to the Vermont transmission system. Furthermore, AGC gains of the DER coordinator are designed so that the contribution of DERs in frequency regulation decreases with the increase in the fleet’s SoC. Next, the details of the grid used in case studies is described.

1) VELCO Test System: Vermont electric power company (VELCO) is Vermont’s transmission system operator and provided the transmission grid data used to develop a realistic power system on which validation is performed. The ePHASORSIM model used in the simulator is then developed that consists of 161 buses, 135 branches, 89 transformers and 22 generation units that are lumped into two local generators labeled 1 and 2 respectively in Table I. Furthermore, power is imported and exported through tie-line interconnects and power imports are modeled as a lumped constant-power generator called external generator. The ePHASORSIM model is initialized based on VELCO data and AC load flow with reactive power limits on generators and a single slack bus. The generators are modeled in ePHASORSIM using the 6-th order synchronous machine model. The exciter is modeled using the IEEE type ACA4 with the time constant 0.01 and the overall gain 200. The droop parameters ($R$, $B$, and the integral gain of the controllers) of each generator as well as the DER fleet have been tuned according to their respective capacities. These parameters are given in Table II and an illustrative example using this model is presented next.

B. Illustrative example: accounting for uncertainty in solar

Consider the scenario in which Vermont has time-varying distributed solar generation and flexible load consisting of 4,000 homogenous EWHs. The base load of the fleet is 4.68 MW according to the nominal response of PEM described earlier and the corresponding SoC limits are given in Table I. Furthermore, Vermont has access to a bulk battery that can also be used. The objective of this bulk battery is to show that the DER coordinator can effectively co-optimize other resources along with flexible resources. Simulated solar power data for Vermont from [26] is used as shown in Figure 7 for several days in July, 2006. The results presented in this paper focuses on a single day, July 28.

The initial frequency deviation and the deviation in generator’s power output as a result of increased solar generation is plotted in Fig. 8, while the system performance over the next hour and a half is plotted in Fig. 9. AGC ensures that the power imported through the tie-line remains close to the scheduled value by dynamically modifying the setpoints of local generators, the bulk battery as well as the flexible EWHs under PEM coordinator as shown in Fig. 9. As a result, the EWH fleet starts to charge and its SoC increases. When the SoC gets closer to the upper limit, the AGC reduces the power setpoint of the PEM coordinator. It should also be noted that by using flexible resources, the more expensive imports remain fixed at their scheduled values whereas the less expensive EWHs, bulk battery and local generators compensate for the excess solar generation.

VI. INCORPORATING DER RELATED PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS IN THE REAL-TIME SIMULATOR

This section shows that the real-time platform allows the coordinator to identify potential practical limitations in real-world deployment. Two cases are considered: (i) effect of measurement delays and (ii) delays introduced due to latency in the communication channel. The results presented here uses PEM for demonstration purposes, however, other schemes can also be implemented.

![Control schematic for the VELCO System, including internal and external generation and DER fleet. This dynamic grid model is simulated with OPAL-RT’s ePHASORSIM.](image)

![Variation in solar generation over several days](image)
The AGC is designed to account for the SoC of the fleet and as the SoC increases, the tracking power reference is lowered. Power reference and consumption is plotted in terms of deviation from the nominal consumption. Bottom row shows the frequency deviation of the system in mHz as well as the variation in power from conventional generation and total imported power. The imported power remains fixed at its scheduled value whereas the bulk battery and the less expensive local generation compensates for the excess solar generation.

A. Effect of Measurement delays

Delays in the measurement of aggregate power $P_{\text{dem}}$ are studied first which can be delayed due to practical limitations. The coordinator then uses the most recent measurement of $P_{\text{dem}}$ to decide the number of requests to be accepted. It should be emphasized here that the coordinator is making these decisions in real-time and in a sequential manner. Recall that a DER once allowed to consume a packet will either charge or discharge for the entire duration of the packet length. Delays in the power measurement directly influences the performance of the DER coordinator since authorizing incorrect number of packets can not be cancelled under PEM. This is because the coordinator is unaware of the identity of the DER associated with each request that further ensures privacy of the participating DER.

To study the effect of delays, it is assumed that the probability of a $P_{\text{dem}}$ measurement being delayed is 10%. Delay time itself is distributed according to a normal distribution with mean $\{20,30,60\}$ seconds and a standard deviation of 2 seconds. Fig. 10 shows that a 20 second average delay introduces an RMS tracking error of about 60kW which translates to 2.5% with respect to the baseline power consumption. The maximum RMS error of 15% is observed in the extreme case of 60 seconds. In reality, delays are usually less than 20 seconds and Fig. 10 shows that PEM resources can deliver excellent tracking in real-time even in the presence of delays. However, in PEM the coordinator can also make use of the packet request mechanism to enhance the tracking performance as discussed next.

1) Constructing real-time power demand of DER fleet: The inherent packet based mechanics in PEM allows the coordinator to approximate the aggregate power consumption of the fleet in real-time. Consider first the charging requests and recall that accepting a request corresponds to an increase in the aggregate power $P_{\text{dem}}$ by $P_1$, whereas, packet expiration corresponds to a decrease in power by $P_1$. Therefore, at any time instant, $P_{\text{dem}}$ of the fleet increases according to the total number of DERs authorized by the coordinator to charge and the total number of DERs opting out. Both these quantities are known to the coordinator as mentioned in section III. In a homogeneous population of DERs, $P_1$ is the same for each packet. For heterogeneous DERs, an additional rated power field in the request can be added without extra communication overhead. In order to keep tracking of expiring packets, the coordinator associates each packet with a timer equal to the packet length $\delta_1$ as mentioned in section III-L. As the timer expires, the coordinator models that the associated DER has transitioned to standby and adjusts $P_{\text{dem}}$ accordingly. This packet based timer mechanism allows the coordinator to construct $P_{\text{dem}}$ when measurements are delayed.

The plot in Fig. 11 shows that the estimated power matches that of the true aggregate power of the fleet ($P_{\text{dem}}$). Only 20 EWHs are considered to demonstrate the accuracy of these measurements. These concepts are then easily extended to the case of discharging packets. DER coordinator operating under PEM is therefore equipped with a built-in feedback mechanism in terms of requests that allows tight tracking performance and accurate SoC estimation observed in the earlier section.

B. Effect of input delays

Input delays are incurred due to the time between the DER coordinator sending a charge/discharge authorization and the corresponding DER switching its state. To understand the source of such delays, consider the sequence of events in PEM’s request mechanism, conceptually represented in Fig. 12. The DER sends a request to consume a packet to the coordinator which then responds with an acknowledgement and initiates a timer. Whereas, the DER waiting for the response, starts to consume the packet only after the response, starts to consume the packet only after the total number of DERs authorized by the coordinator to charge and the total number of DERs opting out. Both these quantities are known to the coordinator as mentioned in section III. In a homogeneous population of DERs, $P_1$ is the same for each packet. For heterogeneous DERs, an additional rated power field in the request can be added without extra communication overhead. In order to keep tracking of expiring packets, the coordinator associates each packet with a timer equal to the packet length $\delta_1$ as mentioned in section III-L. As the timer expires, the coordinator models that the associated DER has transitioned to standby and adjusts $P_{\text{dem}}$ accordingly. This packet based timer mechanism allows the coordinator to construct $P_{\text{dem}}$ when measurements are delayed.

The plot in Fig. 11 shows that the estimated power matches that of the true aggregate power of the fleet ($P_{\text{dem}}$). Only 20 EWHs are considered to demonstrate the accuracy of these measurements. These concepts are then easily extended to the case of discharging packets. DER coordinator operating under PEM is therefore equipped with a built-in feedback mechanism in terms of requests that allows tight tracking performance and accurate SoC estimation observed in the earlier section.
consumption and the estimated power consumption is 13.06kW. In real-world deployment of [22], these delays are observed to be 8ms on average. To study the effect of increased measurement delays on the DER coordinator’s estimates of power consumption, 8ms input delays are artificially injected. This results in RMS error of 35.4kW which is only about 1.7% of the nominal power consumption showing good tracking performance.

VII. CONCLUSION
This manuscript presented a real-time grid-and-DER co-simulation platform that enables and characterizes performance evaluation of large-scale DER coordination schemes in a realistic setting. Importantly, to support validation efforts and lower barriers to real-world DER program deployments, this platform captures salient cyber and physical limitations, including communication systems, device behaviors, and grid challenges. Moreover, the co-simulator is agnostic to the type of coordination scheme and allows real-time implementation of model-based state-estimation and control algorithms. Illustrative results from the co-simulation platform are presented for the DER demand dispatch scheme called PEM. PEM has a unique request-response mechanism that coordinates DERs via bi-directional DER-to-coordinator communications, which makes it well suited for exploring the capability of the real-time grid-and-DER co-simulation platform. Future work seeks to implement and compare different centralized and distributed coordination schemes in terms of performance and QoS guarantees. Furthermore, since different types of DERs operating under the same coordinator are suitable for several applications such as peak-load reduction, frequency regulation etc., therefore, we are interested in application specific grouping and validation of diverse DER fleets.
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